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You have now shifted from hobby into legit
professional!
Module One is about taking ownership of
your business. If you want to be taken
seriously, then your business must have that
same serious undertone.
It’s about having fun, but with NO games!
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Module Overview:

Over the next week, we’ll cover:
Exuding confidence as a business owner
Whether you like it or not, you’re in sales!
Staying firm & clear on what you offer
The store model of online business
Developing your menu of services
Creating packages
Setting Up Social Media
GETTING PAID
Setting up scheduling systems
Setting up your email list
How to layout your website
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While it’s important to have range and variety in
your business, you can’t be all over the map.
Not only does it confuse your potential
customer, it confuses your own direction in
moving your business forward.
In the following exercise, you are going to look
at your online or service based business like a
specialty store and clarify what you carry.
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Exercise:
Setting up your Store

Exercise Highlights:
+ What do you carry/offer?
+ Who shops at your store?
+ When people walk out of your store,
what are they carrying, and how do they
feel?
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Setting up your Store
Grab a notebook & pen. On the top of a blank page:

+ Write out the name of your store. It could be your name or your business name.
+ What does your store carry?
-If your store carries a few diﬀerent types of items/services, create separate
aisles for each.
i.e. you could have an aisle for coaching, one for yoga, and one for
essential oils. They should all still feel like they belong under the same
roof. If all of sudden you wanted to add in antique furniture, it distresses
the customer.
+ After creating your aisles, what is the stock your carry on the shelves? These
are the services or products that coincide with that particular aisle.
+ Who are your clientele?
+ What drew them into the shop?
+ What are they looking for?
+ Do they need to be educated on what you oﬀer?
+ What are their beliefs?
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Setting up your Store
Continuing…

+ Are you high-end or bargain?
+ Does your customer already understand the value of your goods?
+ Are they looking for a good deal?
+ Is what is for sale easily repurposed/manufactured? Or is it one of a
kind?
+ What does money mean to the person buying?
+ Who isn’t coming to your store?
Expand upon the ideal client blocker. After listing it out, it will feel very
opposing to your ideal clientele. It may also mirror fears or old patterns
you’ve had.
+ After looking at your aisles and stocked shelves, what is the overall theme?
+ When people come into your store, what do they walk away with?
+ How do they feel?
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Your shop is set up and ready for business!
The information you outlined above is perfect
for the services & packages pages of your
website.
Take everything you just clarified and update,
or create these pages on your site to reflect
your brand new, organized shelves.
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Exercise:
Creating your Menu

Exercise Highlights:
+ What do you have available for: drinks,
appetizers, main entrees, and dessert?
+ Creating your opt in, main packages, low
priced buy in’s, and elite experiences
+ Pricing everything out!
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Creating your Menu
Creating your drink menu:

The best way to entice a new customer is to buy one!
Offer a “cocktail or a cup of coffee on the house”.
You want to show that you oﬀer an experience that gives a jolt or buzz when
taken. Feeling good & taken care of is a state
of very high value to people.
The customer should feel like they
got a great deal and would like
to keep ordering from you.

An opt-in is a bonus that you provide
completely free to your clientele as a thank
you for stopping by. It should be something
that holds value to the owner (like a cocktail
or coﬀee) and is worth exploring for
someone new.

Your “free drink,” of course,
is your opt-in.
When exploring your business, what’s something that you would be
willing to pull off the shelves and provide completely for free?

For example: if you own a yoga studio, you could oﬀer a complimentary
class or if you oﬀer a monthly subscription, a free trial of your program.
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Creating your Menu
Continuing…

Ultimately, your opt in should be something your clientele cares about with your
own unique spin.
People can see a weak deal from a mile away, so the more you show confidence in
what you have to oﬀer by giving it away for free, the more you showcase your value
to people.

Pause point:

After receiving their opt-in, the customer
should be directed into a specific

What’s your store’s opt-in or freebie?

call to action.
The call to action should lay out the rest
of your menu. You can give a highlight of

your services OR target the one service you really think they would love to get based
on their experience of your opt-in. For the yoga studio, it could be an email highlight
class packages AND the benefits of what it entails. For the free trail, it would be a
conversation into the paid subscription. We’ll get more into copy deeper into the
course, so just start to think about what the NEXT STEP post-drink on the
house will be.
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Creating your Menu
Creating your appetizer menu:

The appetizers of your menu are the items/services on the bottom of the
shelves.
They are the low lying fruit on the tree for the people hungry for a deal or have a
hungry, “I need to eat something pronto” force driving them to you!
Appetizers are always priced lower than the main entrees.

+ What could provide at a low cost that is easily delivered and repurposed?
Example: it could be a recorded meditation album, online trainings or
mini-courses, or a one time service oﬀering like a 90-minute coaching
intensive.
When listing your appetizers, pull from the bottom shelves of each of the
aisles you created in the first exercise, Setting up your Store.

NOTE: Don’t price anything out yet.
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Creating your Menu
Creating your entree & dessert menu:

As you create your entree and dessert menu, keep in mind that this is the part of the
menu most of your customers will want to buy from.
Your entrees are your signature packages and services.
This includes high-end courses, and group coaching. Pull from each of the
aisles that you outlined in the Setting up your Store exercise as you create
these menu items. For now, leave out the cost. Simply focus on the
ingredients and final dish.

Now the best part! Desert! You want to make sure and create something extra
sweet for those that always save room for dessert!
These are your VIP, premium offerings and services. Think high quality/top shelf/
the whole works!
Based on what you oﬀered for the apps and entrees, could you combine them
together? Is there another service you could add on that would sweeten the
deal? The dessert options are always a nice surprise if people opt-in - however it’s
not where you are focusing all of your energy - most people enjoy dinner first.
List out your extra sweet, dessert oﬀerings - leaving out the pricing.
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Woohoo!!! You now have a fully stocked store
with a delicious menu of offerings!
You also know who you want to come into the
storefront and partake in your services.
Make a list of what parts of your website
and social media accounts need to be
updated to reflect this.
Don’t update yet, just make your list.
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Exercise:
Pricing Your Menu

Exercise Highlights:
+ Identifying the ingredients for each menu
item
+ Pricing out overhead
+ Identify your GOLD
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Pricing your Menu
Time to create an understanding of the in’s and
outs of your own pricing!

Beverages - these are on the house! That was easy ;)

Appetizers - These are your one and
done items. It didn’t take you a ton

When creating your pricing, it’s not your role to
wonder if someone can or can’t afford it.

of time to create these OR they are one
time sessions without much prep or
follow up. Regardless, they still pack
a lot of punch, and hopefully leave your

If you are sticking with the principals of your
ideal customer, then you are right on the
money! We’ll discuss money mentality and
converting the sale more in Module 3.

customer wanting a little something more.
For your appetizers:
+ What costs went into creating each service? Be completely honest.
+ If you saw this somewhere else, how much would you pay?
+ What number feels really good to see coming through your inbox as a sale?
+ What number scares you a little bit but you’d love it?
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Pricing your Menu
Look at you! You’re a natural.

It may take a little trial and error to find your sweet spot,
however never price it so high that you
have to come down in price.
PRICING FORMULA:
It will only make the customer think it holds

Add

less value. Keep it just a little lower so you
have room to raise it or a bit higher and they
will catch up to you.

Entrees - these are the bread and butter
of your business, so it’s important you price
accordingly! I see so many people
underprice and come to regret it later.

Overhead cost
+
Price you’d pay
+
Price that feels really good to get
+
Number that scares you…but you’d love
=
Now, DIVIDE THIS SUM BY 4
=
Your ideal cost.

Do this for a 6 month package with someone and by the end you could be
subconsciously resentful! No bueno. We want you to fully receive for the experience
you cooked up and for the client to eat it up with gratitude.
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Pricing your Menu
Pricing your Packages:

If you are creating a 1:1 based service package, you never want to diminish your
value. I see so many coaches give clients a discount for getting more of their time
when it actually should be the reverse!
Does working with you include email and/or
text support?

Do not price by your hourly rate (i.e. if your

Are you holding space for that person?
Are there emergency calls?

hourly is $150 and you sell a 10-session
package, it should not be $1500) but by the
experience of YOU.

You are integrated in the clients life for a set
amount of time and so the experience
as a whole has to feel like an appropriate
financial exchange.
First, establish your actual package:
+ How many sessions do you want to provide?
+ How long are they?
+ Over what length of time (will the sessions be weekly, biweekly, include a
week oﬀ?)
Danielle Mercurio,
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Pricing your Menu
Pricing your Packages:
Establishing your package, cont’d:
+ Besides the actual session, what else are you including?
+ How much time do you anticipate those taking?
+ Are you providing any of the appetizers as part of the package?
+ Do you want those to be a free bonus or add to the price of the package?
Now factor in your cost.
+ What are you priced at for a one hour session?
+ Divide that number by 60 (i.e. $150/60= $2.50/minute).
+ That minute is your GOLD. From this moment on, you will never lower
the price of your gold!
+ Add the cost of your sessions and your time. Multiply that sum by your
cost of gold. That’s the number you should adjust your packages to!
Example:
10 x (60) minute sessions with prep before (15 minutes) = $1,875
Weekly email support (30 minutes) for 3 months (12 weeks) = $900
Grand total: $2,775.
That’s your 3 month experience for working with someone. How does that feel?
You may be surprise by the number that comes back. If you feel like you should
round up, then go for it!
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Pricing your Menu
Pricing your Packages:

If If someone needs a payment plan:
Factor in about a 3%-5% up-charge for service fees and the extended grace
period.
Before you solidify your package, play around with a few diﬀerent versions of timing
and oﬀerings to get a pulse on what feels best.
Also keep in mind that knowing your GOLD minute allows you to create
custom packages very easily!
And last - but most certainly the sweetest…
Pricing Dessert - This is your premium, top of the line aﬀair.
Throw in everything you would possibly do for the experience and throw on a number
that does a little more than scare you.
Pop the champagne when, to your amazement, you achieve it.
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Take a deep breath, and take a look back
through everything you just unpacked and
organized.
Honor yourself for going through it and
experiencing all that life has to offer…
And let’s move forward!
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Exercise:
Setting up Social Media

Exercise Highlights:
+ Learn the basic platforms in operation
today
+ Identify your tagline
+ Play!
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Setting up Social Media
An overview of the platforms:

Now that you have your business store created and solidified your oﬀerings, what
fun things are you doing to keep your customers engaged?
Social media is a way to promote your services and keep your clientele in the know.
We’ll discuss more of Social Media marketing in the next module, however it’s
important you have the correct platforms set up!
Here are top contenders in social
media today:
Facebook
Instagram
YouTube
Snapchat

TAKE NOTE:
While it’s good to have an account for all of
these sites, if there is one or two you are not
interested and will look like a “dead” account, it’s
best to not have anything at all.

Twitter
LinkedIn
Pinterest

Play around and find 2 or 3 platforms you could go “all in” with. These are the
once you comfortably gravitate toward in your personal life.
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Setting up Social Media
Important set-up notes:

Keep the same handle across all the platforms. It’s best to go with your name,
or, if you are a business, your business’s name
Use the same headshot/photo for every account. People respond better to
seeing the same image associated with you and your business.
Every account should also include your tagline in the bio section.
Creating your Tagline:

Remember earlier when you described
the theme of your store? What did you
indicate? And how did your customers

The tagline is the “personality” of your
business. It describes the container of what

feel upon leaving?

your business front is.

THAT’S YOUR TAGLINE!
It’s a lot more obvious than we realize. I think we’ve all infused some dread over that
“perfect one-liner,” but it’s showcasing the ultimate benefit of what you do and how
the customer’s life will improve because it.
Keep it simple and use what you wrote earlier before you try to change your mind!
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Example:
Danielle’s completed shop & menu
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Example
Danielle’s Shop

Tagline:
Products and services to I help you nail down your purpose so you can live the
fabulous life you were meant to!

Aisle 1: Astrology

Aisle 2: Coaching

Aisle 3: Speaking/In-Person

On the shelves:

On the shelves:

On the shelves:

-Moon Club
-Guided Meditations

-1:1 Packages (1 month
intensives/4 month program)

-Mini Courses

-Online Courses

-Deep Dive Sessions

-Group Coaching

-Yoga Workshops
-Retreats
-Speaking Events

(60 minutes)
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Example
Danielle’s Customers:

Customers/Clientele:
+ High end but still LOVE a good deal
+ Really appreciate when something they’ve been after goes on sale
+ Mid-professionals, more established in their career
+ Self care is a priority
+ Looking for new and innovates ways to change their life
+ Love fast change! Impatient!
+ Little impulsive
+ Appreciates experience over material
+ Understands how to invest in self
Ideal Client Blocker:
+ Stingy
+ Scared to go outside the box
+ Already knows everything
+ Has to follow the rules
+ Complains and feels stuck no matter what
+ Doesn’t like trying new things
+ Follows what everything says to do
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Example
Danielle’s Menu:
On the house drink:
Kundalini Yoga Virtual Class
Appetizers:
Moon Club
Guided Meditations
1:1 Astrology
Coaching Intensive
Entrees:
Yoga Workshop
Local Speaking Venue
1:1 Coaching Package
Digital Courses/Experiences
Astrology Business Planning Session
Dessert:
Oﬀ-Site speaking event or retreat - includes speaker fee, transportation,
lodging and meals
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Example
Danielle’s Prices & Social Media:
Packages:
1:1 Business Coaching, 4 month program:
+ 10 x (60) minute sessions ($350 x 10 = $3500
+ 1 x Astrology session (60 minutes @ $350) = $350
+ Weekly Email Support ($5.80 x 30 minutes = $174) x 16 weeks = $2,784
+ Social Media guidance ($5.80 x 15 minutes =$87) x 16 weeks = $1,392
+ Moon Club Membership (4 months @ $29.99 = $119.96) FREE BONUS
Total:
$8,026 - round down to $7999 OR 4 x payments of $2,050
Favorite Social Media Hangouts:
Facebook
Instagram
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Your business now has a beautiful storefront
stocked with amazing services + customers.
Let’s funnel in the appropriate systems to
keep you in touch with them, let them know
what’s going on, set appointments, and most
importantly, GET PAID!
Head on over to PART TWO!
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